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Disclaimer
This material reflects management’s expectations and may contain estimates related to future events. Any information, data, forecasts or future
plans herein refer to estimates, and therefore cannot be taken as concrete evidence or a promise to the market. Ser Educacional is not
responsible for investment operations or decisions taken based on the information herein. These estimates are subject to change without prior
notice.
This material has been prepared by Ser Educacional S.A. (“Ser Educacional" or the “Company”) in accordance with the highest national and
international standards and includes certain forward-looking statements that are primarily based on Ser Educacional’s current expectations and
projections of future events and financial trends that currently affect or may affect the Company’s business. and therefore they are not guarantees
of future performance. They are based on management’s expectations and involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could lead the
Company’s financial situation and operating results to differ materially from those expressed in said forward-looking statements. Ser Educacional
assumes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements.
This material is disclosed solely for information purposes and should not be construed as a request or an offer to buy or sell any shares or related
financial instruments. Accordingly, this presentation is not a recommendation of investment and should not be considered as such. It is not related
to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any recipient, neither does it make a statement or provide a
guarantee, either expressly or implicitly, related to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information herein. This presentation should not
be regarded as a substitute to the recipients’ judgment. Any opinion expressed herein is subject to change without prior notice and Ser
Educacional does not assume the obligation to update or revise them.
All information relating to Laureate Brazil, its assets and operations consists of unaudited, managerial information including adjustments so as to
more accurately reflect the results of Laureat Brazil’s operations in accordance with the accounting practices adopted by SER, as well as, where
applicable, including adjustments between IFRS and USGAAP and excluding intercompany flows and non-recurring effects.
This presentation is for informational purposes only and is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to subscribe for or buy shares. No
offer of securities will be made in the United States except by means of a prospectus meeting the requirements of Section 10 of the U.S.
Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or pursuant to an exemption therefrom.
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Transaction Overview
Description

Structure

Consideration

Governance

Conditions
Precedent to
Closing and
Expected Closing
Date

 Combination with Rede Internacional de Universidades Laureate Ltda (“Laureate Brazil”) involving all of Lareate's assets in the country ("Transaction")

 As a result of the Transaction, Laureate Inc ("Laureate") will become a shareholder of Ser Educacional S.A. (“Ser” or the “Company” or “We”)

 Ser will acquire quotas of Laureate Brazil, which will then be merged in to Ser
 Before closing, Ser will create level III ADR program and will deliver ADSs to Laureate
 After closing, Laureate will be allowed to offload its stake through private or public transactions, with certain limitations to avoid any disruption in Ser share price

 Cash consideration: equivalent to R$1,700 million to be paid upon closing
 Stock consideration: 101,138,369 newly issued ADSs of Ser







Ser will increase its Board of Directors to 9 seats and extend tenure to 2 years
Mr. José Janguiê will serve as Chairman of the Board and appoint 5 board members (including the chairman seat)
Laureate will appoint 2 Board Members
The Board will continue to have 2 independent members
Ser will create an Integration Committee and an Audit Committee, both of them chaired by a Mr. José Janguiê appointee

 Go shop period: 30-day period during which Laureate and its advisors may solicit, encourage and enter into negotiations that may yield alternative acquisition
proposals. Ser has a right under the agreement to match a superior proposal and to receive a termination fee of R$180mm if Laureate terminates the agreement to
accept a superior proposal
 Approval from Ser shareholders in the shareholders meeting
 Approval from the antitrust authority
 Implementation of other conditions precedents, common in this transaction format and included in the Transaction Agreements
 The transaction’s expected closing is in 8-14 months
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Proposed Transaction Steps
Key Considerations

Combination with Laureate Brazil

Final Shareholding Structure

• Combination between Ser and Laureate
Brazil
• Transaction will be settled through a
combination of cash and shares as
follows:
•

Payment of R$1,700 million in cash
at closing

•

Delivery of ADSs to Laureate
equivalent to 101,138,369 Ser
shares

• Final shareholder structure: Mr. José
Janguiê (32.1%), Laureate (44.0%) and
Other (23.9%)
• As a result of the Transaction, Mr. José
Janguie will retain a stake equivalent to
32.1% of Ser total shares and will
continue to be Ser controlling
shareholder
• After closing, Laureate will be allowed to
offload its stake through private or public
transactions, with certain limitations to
avoid Ser's share price disruption

Ser´s Current Shareholders: 56.0%
Mr. José Janguiê

Free Float

57.4%

42.6%

Controlling
Shareholder
Mr. José Janguiê

32.1%

Ser
Ser
Educacional
Cash + ADSs

Free Float

23.9%

Laureate

44.0%

Ser

Laureate

100%

Laureate Brazil

Laureate Brazil
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Laureate Brazil at a Glance
Laureate Brazil Highlights

On-Campus Geographical Footprint

• Laureate Brazil operation represents Laureate’s largest operation in a single
country with 11 units
• Its portfolio includes a wide range of undergraduate programs, such as
medicine, business, engineering, law, architecture, design, communications,

information technology, among others
• Financial & Operational highlights (1) in 1Q20 LTM:

+50
Campuses

+500
DL(2)

Centers

3%

Enrolled Students
Breakdown

12%

6%

12%

~267,000
Students

DL 18%

832
Medicine Seats (3)

R$2,170 mm

R$413 mm

Net Revenue

Adj. EBITDA

On-Campus
82%

Brazil Assets
5%
50%

+50 Campuses

Best-In-Class Academic Standards(4)

13 Cities
12%

7 States
IGC

4 CI 3

IGC 3 CI 5

IGC 4 CI 5

IGC 3 CI 5

~267k Students
On-Campus Footprint

% of Students Enrolled(5)

____________________
Source: Company filings and INEP
(1) Financial information relating to Laureate is based on unaudited managerial information, after making certain adjustments t o reflect accounting practices adopted by SER; (2) Distance Learning; (3) Does not consider additional seats from FIES and Prouni programs; (4) CI stands
for Institutional Concept; (5) based on INEP 2018
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How does the Combination Strengthens our Case?



The proposed combination with Laureate Brazil has a very compelling strategic logic and perfectly fits into our key
growth pillars

Scale and
Geographic
Footprint

Market Positioning

Enhancement of DL
and Digital Initiatives

Increase in Medical
School Seats

One of the largest higher
education platforms in Brazil with
strengthened presence in the
south/southeastern of the
country

Leading brands with strong
regional awareness

Enhanced brand and program
portfolio combined with welltested digital and lifelong
learning platforms

Significant number of medical
school seats located in premium
markets

+267k

11

+48k

+800

Students

Higher Education
Distance Learning
Medicine Seats
Institutions
Students
Transaction significantly contributes to the strategy being implemented by Ser in the past few years, substantially
accelerating key value drivers that were being explored by the Company
____________________
Note: Company unaudited managerial information
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Transaction Significantly Enhances Ser’s Positioning

1 Positioned among the largest higher education platforms in Brazil
2
3

2 Robust DL platform, boosted by strong regional brands
3 Top-notch medical school player exposed to premium regions
4

Platform ready to grow through the new programs and services
aligned with lifelong learning trends

5 Experienced management team supported by enhanced governance
7

Ser Positioned Amongst the Largest Education Players in Brazil…
Ser’s Enrolled Students Evolution (‘000)

Enrolled Higher Education Students 1Q20 Comparison (‘000)

CAGR 13-21 : 21%
921

455

633
267
455

148

188

99
Ser
IPO
2013

2016

1Q20

(1)

Combination positions Ser as one of the leading higher education players in Brazil
____________________
Source: Company filings.
Note: (1) Considers Facimed’ s acquisition, which is still subject to CADE’s approval.
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...with National Presence and Significant Opportunities for Scale Gains

Students Base

188k (1)

267k

455k

Campuses

58

+50

+108

States

19

7

20

Ser as the fourth largest higher education player in terms of number
of students in Brazil
Regions Distribution

Combination of Ser’s strong positioning in the northeast region with
Laureate’s strength in the southeast region of Brazil, consolidating
the company as a relevant national player

North
Northeast
Midwest,
Southeast & South

New footprint combines strong portfolio of local brands and premium
courses

Significant opportunities to leverage on Ser’s centralized and integrated back-office to generate scale gains
____________________
Source: Company filings.
Note: Subject to CADE’ s approval.
(1) Considers Facimed’ s acquisition
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Ser’s Presents a Solid Track Record of Value Creation Through Acquisitions
1

2

Case Study:

Case Study:

Macapá

Boa
VIsta

Manaus

Belém
Santarém
Marabá

Rio
Branco

Porto
Velho

Palmas

UNINORTE is focused on the
Metropolitan Region of Manaus

UNAMA’s accredited
network post acquisition

Highlights
•

Net Revenues (R$mm)

Student base and net
revenue growth

•

EBITDA margin expansion

•

Usage of regional brand
for distance learning
expansion

+131%

252

Highlights
•
•

•
2019

Operational synergies
+18p.p

109

2014

EBITDA Margin (%)

Revenue growth through
new campuses and DL
centers

29%

11%

EBITDA margin expansion
as a result of scale gains
2018

1H20
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Laureate Adds Highly Recognized Brands to Ser’s Portfolio

All medicine courses have the highest CC score
(2019)

Best Private Nursing School in Pemambuco
(2019)

One of the Best Law Degrees in Brazil
(2017)

Top score in latest re-accreditation
(CI 5)

One of the highest approval rates and approval stamp
(2019)

Best Fashion course in the country both in the
Public and Private Market
(2019)

The combination with Laureate adds strong regional brands to Ser’s portfolio, with significant local recall and awareness
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Combination Complements Ser’s Robust DL Platform
Combined Company DL Students - 1Q20

Key Opportunities

Number of Undergraduate DL Students (‘000)

Seamless integration benefiting form both
companies using the same LMS(1)
48

80
76

Leverage on Ser’s recent investment on the
modernization of its DL platform to enhance the
experience of Laureate’s Brazil DL

28
32

NewCo

Strong Brand Portfolio Creates Opportunities in the DL Segment

Improvement in program offering taking advantage of
the high complementarity of programs (~60%)

A Multi-Brand Strategy Designed to Cater to Each Market's Need
North

Northeast

Midwest

Southeast

South

Expansion of hybrid courses offering to Ser’s
student base

Increased penetration of DL in on-campus programs

____________________
(1) Learning Management System
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Top-Notch Medicine Player Exposed to Premium Regions
Ser Will Have the 4th Largest Number Of Medicine Seats in Brazil

Geographical Footprint of the Medicine Seats(1)

Number of Medical Seats (#)
4th
832

1,175

192

268

343

75

(1)

270

NewCo

States of operation
Number of seats

Additional Opportunities

370

Opportunity to build a full-fledged healthcare platform anchored on a solid
Medical School and on a top notch infrastructure
Take advantage of Laureate's strong brands to further increase number of
medicine seats in the units it currently operates

Solid Medical Schools platform, with seats concentrated in relevant markets of the country
____________________
Source: INEP
(1) Includes Facimed’ s acquisition, which is subject to CADE’ s approval
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Lifelong Learning Presents a Relevant Growth Avenue for Ser
Lifelong learning trend should drive significant growth in Ser’s addressable market. Combination enhances the Ser’s position to capture
the opportunities that shoud arise of this trend

Geographic Footprint
• lifelong learning trends should drive demand for

Investments in the Digital Platform
• Demand for open courses should also present strong

High-Quality On-Campus Infrastructure
• Students of medicine and health related courses, as

Extension, MBAs, Graduate and Post Graduate

growth in the near future as a result of lifelong learning

well as students of STEM courses, are more likely to

courses

trends

demand extension and practical courses in order to
complement their main programs

• Demand for those types of courses should be higher in
the richest regions, such as São Paulo

• Ser is uniquely positioned to capture opportunities
related to this trend, leveraging on recent investments
on its digital platforms

• The Transaction allows Ser to be strategically
positioned in key regions to tap this growth
opportunities

• Ser has all the needed infrastructure to offer those
courses already in place, being strongly positioned to
benefit from this trend

• The Transaction also enhances Ser’s brand portfolio,
allowing Ser to offer a broader, high-quality program to
its students

Ser recent investments to develop its offering of digital services and products combined with its increased exposure to healthcare
programs and with its presence in key growth markets will allow Ser to capture opportunities aligned with the lifelong learning trends
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A World-Class Corporate Governance Framework
• dddd
Improved Governance Framework as a Result of the Dual Listing
•

Dual listed Company (Brazil and US), committed to fully comply with Sarbanes
Oxley regulation in 2 years

•

Multiple committees will also be established, maintained or enhanced in order
to guarantee an improved governance framework at the Ser

Audit Committee



People, Management and Governance Committee



Finance Committee



Integration Committee



Innovation Committee

•

Ser’s Board of Directors to be comprised of a total of 9 members

•

Mr. José Janguiê Diniz to remain as the Chairman of the Board and appoint 5
Board Members (including the chairman seat)

•

Laureate to appoint 2 Board Members

•

The Board of Directors will also have 2 Independent Members

Overview of Ser’s Board of Directors

Ser to be fully adherent to the highest standards of corporate
governance

Independent
Mem ber

José Janguiê Diniz
(Chairman)



New Board of Directors Structure

Independent
Mem ber
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Pro Forma 1Q20 LTM Financials (Pre-Synergies)
Total Student Base (‘000)

Net Revenues (R$mm)
2,170
267

3,451

455
2,170

267
188

(1)

1,280

188
Ser

Laureate Brazil

(2)

Pro Forma

Adjusted EBITDA (R$mm) and Adjusted EBITDA Margin (%)
24.6%

1,280

188

19.0%

Ser

Laureate Brazil

(2)

Pro Forma

Net Debt and Net Debt / Adjusted EBITDA (post
transaction)

21.1%

3.2x
(0.1x)

413

1,700

729

413

2,307

623

315
315

(16)
Ser

Ser

Laureate Brazil

(2)

Laureate Brazil

(2)

Acquisition Payment

Pro Forma

Pro Forma

Adjusted EBITDA
Net Debt/Adjusted EBITDA
Adjusted
Net Debt
____________________
Margin
EBITDA
Source: Companies filings.
(1) Considers Facimed’ s acquisition (subject to CADE’ s approval) (2) Financial information relating to Laureate is based on unaudited managerial information, after making certain adjustments to reflect accounting practices adopted by SER
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Robust Value Creation Through the Capture of Potential Synergies
Streamlining of academic costs

1





Standardization academic curricula in all programs
Extraction of additional value from more effective regulatory time loads and academic structure
Increased penetration of online component in on-campus programs

Fixed costs dilution and administrative structures optimization

2





Result-oriented approach towards overlapping administrative structures
Rationalization of on-site costs
Selective pruning of programs and on-campus footprint

Marketing and sales expenses

3




Optimization of marketing and sales structures
Rationalization of marketing expenses in overlapping regions

Transaction should be accretive to Ser’s Shareholders in the 12 months following the closing date
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Key Takeaways



Combination creates the 4th largest higher education player in Brazil



Strong corporate governance with dual listing in Brazil and US



Addition of strong regional brands, enhancing Ser's market positioning and enabling a wide-range
of growth initiatives



Significant opportunities to be captured in the DL and Digital segments



Ser positioned as one of the key players in medicine programs and with a tangible upside to rollout a full-fledged healthcare programs platform



Ability to unfold a enhanced strategic plan focused on developing lifelong learning and digital
platforms
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